The Team
We are a skilled team of young innovators who are part of a research and
development firm in the crypto space. In our organisation we aim to empower
a better future of development within the blockchain industry, with projects
connected to Asset Management, Automated Trading Engines including
Public Facing Platforms which consists of blockchain based NFT collections
as well as decentralised marketplaces.
So, what are exactly the Bufferfly’s?
The name comes from the well-known phrase “The Butterfly Effect” which
stands for, even the smallest things can make a huge impact on people's
lives. We wanted to create a connection to computer science that is why we
played a bit with the words and ended up with The Bufferfly Effect referring to
the IT phrase “Buffer”, in reference to memory management in computers.
These NFTs are unique 3D generated Heads with striking designs which are
modelled after real people.
There are 9 category of traits that
make each of the 10.000 NFTs
individually unique.
For example, one of the traits is called
the genius, which consists of brilliant
minds such as; Elon Musk, Stephan
Hawking, Steve Jobs alongside other
inventors and innovators of the world.
These people managed to change the
lives of everyone with their
extraordinary gifts. That is one way
how the collection seeks to pay tribute
to them.

Mission Vision
We created this collection to support innovation as well as the learning of the
younger generation by donating from our sales to an institution that trains the
innovators of tomorrow.
We believe that excellent education is mandatory to make our word a better
place. Currently we are under negotiations with our partners about supporting
their students as well as collaborating with them on different projects in the
future.
Our aim is to be on the cutting edge of the innovation within the crypto space.
Blockchain Framework
The Bufferfly NFT collection is built upon the Solana (SOL) blockchain. We
chose Solana blockchain as an NFT platform because they are dynamic
innovators in the NFT space. They are operating on a pure proof of stake
concept.
Solana has minimum impact on the environment and climate, whilst offering
the security of a strong blockchain community and offering lightning-fast
confirmation time on chain.
The chain also supports smart contracts which is something our firm is
currently exploring in detail, with our partners. In comparison to Ethereum
(ETH) which is the current leader of NFT platforms Solana has near
insignificant transaction which are currently plaguing the Ethereum network.

Recommended Wallet
In order to purchase a Bufferfly Effect NFT you have to use a Solana DEFI
wallet such as Phantom Wallet. Phantom Wallet is a great choice since they
also offer a mobile application. To be able to make the transaction you need to
have mint price + 0.1 SOL on your wallet to cover possible transaction fees.

DAO (Decentralized Autonomous Organisation)
The second part of our mission is to create a DAO (Decentralized
Autonomous Organisation) with our community by providing a platform where
holders can vote on collections of NFTs that will be purchased as part of the
DAO platform. Holders will also be able to vote on future purchases, sales and
profit distribution made within the DAO. The number of votes are determined
by, how many Bufferfly NFTs you hold these holdings will also effects the
percentage of the profit received.
A special platform is under development for the holders which will be
accessible after the mint.

More Information about the holding
The Bufferfly Effect NFT holders are part of a bigger community who are
empowered by having the ability to vote with the NFTs they have bought
through the project. This allows you to vote on the things that matter and how
the project will proceed in the future.
This means that each holder of a Bufferfly Effect NFT will receive one voting
right for every Bufferfly purchased. Having a voting right will give you, the
privilege to choose from upcoming NFT collections which one our firm would
get behind based on tallied votes. You will also be able to decide on the
selling price of the NFTs we bought. Based on the profit made on the sale you
will receive a given percentage from the profits which is determined by the
number of Bufferfly NFTs you hold.
How to become a member of the closed holder’s community?
You can become a member of the holder’s community by winning, purchasing,
or earning a Bufferfly Effect NFT as a reward for being an active part of our
community. In this exclusive community you will be notified when the next
voting round is taking place. These votes are carried out on platform
exclusively created for you the holders.

What can you vote on?
There are two types of votes.
The first type is when you are voting for soon to be released collections, for
example if there is a project launching in a month and it has been voted for,
we will commit to support the project by purchasing their NFTs.
The second type is for already released collections.
How often do these votes happen?
Every two weeks there is a voting held. (There are some special cases where
this rule does not apply but the holders will always be kept up to date in the
holder’s chat on Discord in case of events like that.)
What collections can a holder vote on?
As a holder you can pitch your idea for a collection that would be worth
supporting. Based on the impressions of other holders the most popular ones
will be chosen by the team for the next voting period.
How long does the voting is open?
One voting is open for 24 hours.
When are the rewards distributed to the members of the DAO?
On the very first Monday of every month the Bufferfly Effect team calculates
all the results of transactions made during the previous voting periods. These
results will be communicated to the holders. After the calculations, we will
distribute the rewards it between the holders based on the number of
Bufferflys they have.
More information about the rewards distribution will be communicated when
the voting site is released.
How big can my reward be?
The rewards earned from the sale of the NFTs will be divided into four parts.
40% of it will be distributed within the holders based on the number of Bufferfly
Effect NFTs they have.
40% will be kept and reinvested into the next voted collections will increase
every month. This will enable us to invest in projects that has a higher price or
acquire more from the same collection.
15% will be going towards charitable activities and investments.
5% will be held and reserved by the Bufferfly Effect team.

What is the starting budget of the holders group?
This is intended to increase over time however the initial plan is to use 20% of
the return generated from the sales of the Bufferfly Effect NFT Collection to
use for prior investment into these new and innovative projects.
How can I track the holdings NFT purchases?
In the interest of transparency all necessary information will be displayed on
the exclusive holder’s platform, in addition to the dedicated holder’s group on
discord.
Being a blockchain based project we commit to being transparent without
purchase prices, resell prices and profit made from these endeavours. On our
custom curated holder’s platform this data will be presented in an easily
digestible manner.
As our Partner
As our partner we would like to work in collaboration with you towards our
common goals. Which can be achieved by increasing social exposure within
alternative markets where English may not be the primary spoken language.
We would love to grow our community alongside you and get our vision to as
many people as possible, this in part entails building up activity on our various
platforms alongside community engagement. As this is the first of many
projects in the pipeline for the firm, we would reward our partners with a
proportional percentage of profit relative to the time and effort dedicated to our
first collection “The Bufferfly Effect”.
Social Platforms
Twitter: @BufferflyEffect
Discord: discord.gg/Bufferfly
Website: bufferfly.io
Instagram: @Bufferfly_Effect
NFT Sniper: Bufferfly Effect
Planned platforms: WeChat, VK, Telegram
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